
1.  The Galactic Federal Government is called Milky Way Galaxy, MWG for short.
2. The NFT flag owners are called pioneers, PNR for short. If PNR creates a community in 
MWG, they will have a key role position in the galaxy economy.
3. Only those who own MWG flags can become PNR owner, you can transfer in the NFT 
market and changes the owner too. 
4. PNR receives 1 keyword per NFT flag. This keyword can be used as a representative name 
on the PNR's MWG platform and is also displayed on the PNR's profile.
5. Rules of creating MWG star' nickname:
 - You cannot create duplicate star names.
 - You have to buy a key word to create a unique star name – You can go to the NFT market 
and get it. 
 - You cannot create name with illegal phrases containing swearing words, etc..
6. General users can see the list of planets they want to belong to and apply for 
membership on the MWG platform. Planets that general users apply for membership can 
be managed, approved, and withdrawn by PNR.
7. After purchasing stars, users can decorate their own planet with NFT item cards. You can 
invite your friends to lead construction activities, collection activities, content purchase, and 
economic ecosystem on your star. At this time, when trading NFT items, a fee is generated. 
Transaction fees are levied by MWG's tax, and a tax refund is given as PNR's activity expenses 
through budget decisions.
8. PNR can generate profits for the following taxes: 
 - 1% of the transaction amount issued during NFT transactions. (PNR owner will get 1% of the 
2.5% market fee) 
 - 5% of the cost of attracting advertisements from theplanets you belong to (If there is an 
advertisement attraction on a planet with a large community, 5% of the advertising fee will 
be paid under the approval of the Galactic Federal Government) 
 - 5% of planet transfer fee. (Owner will get 5% of the 10% of planet sales market fee)
9. Planet loan When users affiliated with PNR want to grow their stars, they can ask for
activity funds, and PNR can review and approve those loans. 

Caution If PNR purchases the NFT flag for the first time and transfers it before Phase 2, 
the keywords will also be transferred. 
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